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Ostraca from Elephantine in the
Fitzwilliam Museum

The Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge possesses a small but interesting collection of Greek
ostraca, which were acquired in the last century under circumstances that are no longer known. By
the kindness of Dr. David Gill I was able to study the pieces during a visit in the spring of 1989 and
present here those which assuredly or very probably come from Elephantine.

1
GR. P. 503

Receipt for Poll Tax
7 x 8.5 cm

28 February, AD 18

This is the second-earliest receipt for laograf¤a yet published from Elephantine / Syene,
only SB VI 9545 no.1 (AD 12) being still older. It shows the rate of 16 dr. which was already
attested in the earlier text and which continued through at least AD 92/93 (WO 39) before being
increased to 17 dr. by AD 97 (WO 46).
Line 6 has suggested an improvement to the text of O.Tait 450 which is of some numismatic
interest.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 (m2)

diagegrãfhken
Pam≈nyhw ¨` ¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`
«piw Íp(¢r) laograf¤aw
toË d (¶touw) Tiber¤ou
_ Ka¤sarow
SebastoË Famen∆y d
érg(ur¤ou) drax(måw) {(dr.)} iw.
A`È`m( ) ÉApol( ) §phkol(oÊyhka).

«Pamonthes son of NN has paid 16 silver drachmas for poll tax of year 4 of Tiberius Caesar
Augustus, Phamenoth 4. (m2) Controlled by me, Aum( ) (?) son of Apol( ).»
1
2
6

The form diagegrãfhken appears so far to be attested only in texts from Elephantine and
Syene between the years 16 and 67 AD; see O.Leid. 178.1n.
The father’s name could be read as ÉE`mn` u
` «
` piw, but that does not appear in the NB or OnAlt.
The erroneous use of the symbol for drachmae after the abbreviation of the same word is
certain here. As the abbreviation stroke could easily be taken as a ‘Hakenalpha’, I suppose that
érxa(¤ou) in O.Tait 450.6, érg(ur¤ou) érxa(¤ou) (dr.) iw, from the year after this text, is in
fact a mistake for drax(mãw). For an illustration of the form see O.Leid. 176 (plate 48). Revel
Coles was kind enough to check this suggestion on the original and judges it probably right,
though with the reservation that the initial letter looks more like alpha than delta. E.
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Christiansen mentions O.Tait 450 as the sole attestation of érgur¤ou érxa¤ou (ZPE 54, 1984,
292 n. 118). He suggested that it might refer to Ptolemaic currency.
ÉApol( ) in this text may be the signatory of WO 3 = O.Leid. 176; in that case the son would
be attested in office before the father, but only by one year in a period with very little
documentation. ÉApol( ) is expanded ÉApol(l≈niow) in the editions and O.Cair. GPW p.
143, but ÉApol(lvn¤dhw), ÉApol(lÒdvrow) and the like also deserve consideration. The
son’s name does not appear to be Dhm( ), as might be suggested by WO 7, where a son of
Dhm( ) signs a receipt seven years after this.

2
GR. P. 56

Receipt for Poll Tax
7 x 7.5 cm

6 May, AD 115

Judging from the list in O.Cair. GPW p. 138, this is by two days the earliest reference to the
tax collector Didymion. The next is SB VI 9604 no. 16.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Didum¤vn prãk(tvr). d`i°` [` grace(n) ÑAr]pa∞siw Paxompac`enou[ ± 5 ] mh(trÚw)
Tisçtiw Íp(¢r) lav(graf¤aw) ih (¶touw) Tr`[aianoË ÉAr]¤`stou
Ka¤sarow toË kur¤ou =up(aråw) dra`[x(måw)] Ù`kt≈,
(g¤n. ?) (dr. ?) h`. (¶touw) ih TraianoË ÉAr¤stou Ka¤sarow
toË kur¤ou, Pax(∆n) ia. Didum¤vn
¶gra`(ca).
3 laograf¤aw

«Didymion, collector. Harpaësis, son of Pachompapsenou-- and Tisatis, has paid eight
“dirty” drachmas, = 8 dr., for poll tax for year 18 of Traianus Optimus Caesar the lord, Pachon 11.
Written by me, Didymion.»
1
2
4

7

d`i`°`[grace(n): my assumption that the word was abbreviated is based on the other receipts in
which Didymion acts without a representative: WO 101, SB VI 9604 nos. 16 and 20.
The father’s name is not in the NB or the OnAlt. For other names formed with Paxom- see
most recently Zauzich in Enchoria 12 (1984) 67ff.
=up(arãw) or =up(aroË). Not ‘billon’, as the word is often translated; see A. Gara,
Prosdiagraphomena e circolazione monetaria (Milan 1976 = Testi e documenti 56) 39-41. The
meaning is that any extra charges were included in the sum stated, see P.Cair.Mich. 359 II pp.
25ff., though cf. views to the contrary cited in O.Ash.Shel. 14.3 n. The eight drachmae paid
here were only an instalment, though this is not mentioned in the receipt. The full amount due
at the time was 17 dr. 1/2 ob. (Wallace, Taxation 128).
¶gra`(ca): SB VI 9604 no.16 l.5 should be checked for this reading instead of se`[sh(me¤vmai)].
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3-15 One or Two Family Archives
Most of the documents published on the following pages concern a man named Petorzmethis
son of Kalaseiris and Tisatis (Texts 5, 7, 8, 10) or Kalaseiris son of Patephaus and Senpsenmonthes (Texts 9, 11). On one occasion these men paid the same taxes on the same day (8, 9); if
the collector visited them at home (cf. P.Cair.Mich 359 II p.3) they lived together. I presume that
they were son and father. Petorzmethis had a brother, Petenenteris (14). The stemma is:
PatefaËw ∞ Sencenm≈nyhw
|
Kalase›riw ∞ Tisçtiw
Petorzm∞yiw

Petenent∞riw

There was, however, also a Kalaseiris son of Patephaus whose mother was named
Senpamonthes (Text 6). I suppose that this is the man whose wife was Tientithys and whose son
was probably called Patenenteris (Text 12). Thus:
PatefaËw ∞ Senpam≈nyhw
|
Kalase›riw ∞ TientiyËw
|
Patenent∞riw
Because of the recurrence of the same or very similar names, in particular the very rare
Patephaus and Petenenteris; and because the ostraca all came together in one collection, it is
tempting to think that both families may have been related.
Now the collection further includes a receipt issued to one Patephaus son of Kalaseiris some
years earlier than the first of the other documents (Text 3). It seems obvious (and yet may not be
true) that this man will have been the father of at least one of our Kalaseiris’s; and he could have
been the father of both of them, if he was married twice and named a son in each union after the
Kalaseiris who was his own father. Other possibilities, including complete identity of the stemmata,
arise if the names Sencenm≈nyhw and Senpam≈nyhw in fact refer to one woman and / or this is true
of Tisçtiw and TientiyËw.
It need hardly be emphasized how very speculative such reconstructions are, however, and a
further complication arises from WO 173, which shows yet another Kalaseiris son of Patephaus,
this time with a mother named Thipsenmonthes, active in Elephantine at the same period as our
texts. A Kalaseiris son of Patephaus and Thipsenmonthes was also found considerably earlier if the
restorations in WO 99 and 147 are correct.
Outside of the texts published here Petorzmethis may appear in P.Aberd. 91, and the tax
payer of WO 185, 187 and P.Berl. inv. 8598 (WO I p. 225) is plainly identical with the Kalaseiris
of our text 13. There is a certain presumption that this will have been the son of Patephaus and
Senpsenmonthes, as so many texts are concerned with him, but there is no proof of it.
I present the documents in chronological order.
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3

R eceip t f o r H ar b o r Du es

GR. P. 41

9 x 8 cm

25 April, AD 120

This is by about fourteen years the earliest text relating to Patephaus and his family, and the
only one in which Patephaus appears as a living person. He here pays an instalment on harbor dues
for the four months Tybi through Pharmouthi (27 December - 25 March) of AD 120. Recipient of
the dues is Antonius Malchaeus ı ésxoloÊmenow tØn ırmofulak¤an SoÆnhw, who is also known
from WO 302 - 304 and 1276 and O.Erem. 28.
Malchaeus is the only person yet known in Egypt to have borne that name: Semitic according
to Wüthnow but apparently not Jewish, as he does not appear in the CPJ or in A. Kasher, The
Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (Tübingen 1985). If he held his position in the harbor
without interruption and all the texts relating to him are rightly dated, he served from at least AD
107 (WO 302) to 120 (this text) and was replaced no later than 127/128 by Palachemis son of
Zmentpos (O.Br.-Berl. 4). But in AD 108 §nÒrmion was collected by one Julius Hermonax (O.Br.Berl. 32), whose title is unknown. If he too was an ésxoloÊmenow tØn ırmofulak¤an then either
he was a colleague of Malchaeus’, though the formula of the receipts would not have led us to
suppose that the man had one; or his time of service interrupted that of Malchaeus. Alternatively, he
could have been an employee of the latter; or Wilcken’s attempt to correct sight unseen the date of
WO 302, of which the transcript in the editio princeps is not possible, may not have hit the right
solution. Read year 14 (AD 110) instead of year 11, perhaps?
This appears to be the only text concerning harbor dues at Syene since the treatment in
Wallace, Taxation 275f. (De Laet, Portorium, naturally does not deal with anchorage fees). Later in
the century §nÒrmion was collected by officials with the title misyvta‹ e‡douw ırmofulak¤aw,
listed in O.Cair. GPW p. 133. Only this text and the next one mention collection in accord with a
sumfvn¤a.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ÉAnt≈n<io>w Malx(a›ow) ı ésxoloÊmeno(w)
tØn ırmof(ulak¤an) SoÆ(nhw) PatefaËti
Kalase¤r(evw) xa(¤rein). ¶xv parå soË tÚ §nÒrmin égvg¤vn œn §poiÆsou_
tå épÚ TËbi ßvw FarmoËyi l §p‹ lÒ`g`(ou)
katå tØn sumfvn¤an toË d (¶touw)
ÑAdrianoË_Ka¤sarow toË kur¤ou,
FarmoËyi l. (m2) ÉAntÒniow
Malxa›ow s`hu
` n` h
` o` `
n`a`i`.
3-4 §nÒrmion

4 §poiÆsv

7 Ka¤sarow; r in kur¤ou corr. from fa

9-10 see note

«Antonius Malchaeus, in charge of the harbor guard of Syene, to Patephaus son of
Kalaseiris, greeting. I have from you the harbor fees for the cargoes you had from Tybi to
Pharmouthi 30 on account in accord with the agreement of year 4 of Hadrian Caesar the lord,
Pharmouthi 30. (m2) Signed by me, Antonius Malchaeus.»
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§poiÆsou: see the next text, note to line 4.
§p‹ lÒ`g`(ou) without a specific sum is odd, but happens again in O.Br.-Berl. 4.5 and Text 4.5.
It is conceivable that the amount of instalment payments was specified in the sumfvn¤a (l. 6)
and so did not have to be expressed in the receipt. O.Br.-Berl. 4 probably speaks against this
view, as no sumfvn¤a is mentioned there; but one may have existed anyway.
6 A very few other ostraca, seemingly tax receipts, mention sumfvn¤ai which were apparently
concluded between collectors and payers: P.Aberd. 76 (ostr.), O.Wilb. 29 with comm., O.Tait
1056 and 1075, our Text 4.
This document and the next one are the first in which the position of the collector of a charge
governed by a sumfvn¤a is given: one notes that tax farming and not collection through liturgic
officials is involved. Three of the other texts (O.Wilb. 29, O.Tait 1056 and 1075) are certainly
or presumably receipts for xeirvnãjion, which was also sometimes farmed. The nature of the
tax in P.Aberd. 76 is unclear. If the rareness of the term is not misleading, such contracts must
have been limited to special circumstances, such as the settlement of disagreements; Malchaeus
does not mention them elsewhere. It is possible, though, that they were in fact common, but
usually not mentioned in receipts, cf. 5 n.
9-10 The writing after the signature is puzzling. It is not exactly the same as that in the next text
(which is considerably clearer), but it seems unlikely that two different words would have been
intended. I strongly suspect that Malchaeus was in fact illiterate, as his scrawling signature
suggests, and had learned only enough writing to sign a document legally. In that case the
letters after his name, which cannot possibly be the ép°xv reported in WO 304 and O.Erem.
28, are presumably intended for seshme¤vmai. Illiteracy among the lower officials of Roman
Egypt was not uncommon; cf. in general H.C. Youtie in CE 41 (1966) 127ff = Scriptiunculae
II 677-693 with further notes on pages 694f.
4
5

4
O.Bonn 6

R eceip t f o r H ar b o r Du es
7 x 8 cm

c. AD 120

This ostracon does not appear to belong to the family archive but it is the closest parallel
known to me of Text 3 and I am grateful to Frau Dr. Fischer of the Universitätsbibliothek Bonn for
permission to publish it here. Both sides of the document are damaged, so the division of words
over two lines is sometimes doubtful.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

[ÉAnt≈ni]ow Malx(a›ow) ı ésxol(oÊmenow) tØn ı`r`[mo-]
[fulak(¤an)] S`oÆ
` (nhw) Kalase›ri P`en¨¨¨`[¨¨¨`¨¨`]¨¨¨`[
[xa¤rein. ¶x]v` parÉ §soË tÚ §nÒrmin é`g`v`[g¤vn]`
[œn_§poiÆsou] t`å épÚ TËbi ßvw Farm`[oË-]
[yi l §p‹ l]Ò`g(` ou) katå tØn sumfvn`¤[` an toË]
[¨¨¨` (¶touw) ÑAd]r`
_ ianoË Ka¤sarow toË kur¤`[ou,]
[Farmo]Ë`yi` ¨` l. (m2) ÉAnt`Ò`ni`o`w`
[M]alxa›ow s`n`ig`on`a`i.
3 §nÒrmion

8 see note

Tafel XIII
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«Antonius Malchaeus, in charge of the harbor guard of Syene, to Kalaseiris son of Pen---,
greeting. I have from you the harbor fees for the cargoes you have had from Tybi to Pharmouthi
30 on account in accord with the agreement of year … of Hadrian Caesar the lord, Pharmouthi 30.
(m2) Signed by me, Antonius Malchaeus.»
2
3
4

I have not found the payer in another text. Kalaseiris was a very common name at Syene.
§soË = soË, see Gignac, Morphology 163-64.
I restore §poiÆsou because none of the parallel texts (cited in the introd. to no.3) use the
classical §poiÆsv. For the form see Mandilaras § 320; Gignac, Morphology p. 349.
4-5 Tybi through Pharmouthi 30th: 27 December - 25 March.
6 In Text 3 the sumfvn¤a was that of year 4, AD 119-120, but there is no particular reason to
think that the same was the case here.

5
GR. P. 43

Receipt for P oll Tax
6.5 x 5 cm

134/135 AD (?)

The particular interest of this receipt lies in the fact that the supervisors of the Sacred Gate at
Syene who issued it are said to have no longer been in office at the time they did so (genÒ(menoi), l.
1). Apparently for one reason or another no successors had yet assumed duty and the outgoing
board was required to continue its functions till this could be rectified. Similar instances are cited by
N. Lewis, Compulsory Public Services (Pap.Flor. XI, 1982) 66 n. 7 and 97. Another example of
§pithrhta‹ ﬂerçw pÊlhw SoÆnhw who served beyond their appointed term occurs in O.Tait 816.1
The year the poll tax was due is almost but not quite certainly the 18th of Hadrian, AD
133/134, see note to l. 5. Assuming that these §pithrhta¤ normally laid down their duties at the
end of an Egyptian year, the receipt should therefore have been issued reasonably early in AD
134/35. In that case the successors in office will have been Gellius Perses (serving again after year
18, WO 159) and Triadelphos son of Sarapion and their colleagues, who are attested in office by 1
June 135 (O.Br.-Berl. 37).
1
The amount paid is lost. At this time the tax amounted to 17 dr. 2 ob., usually paid together
1
with 2 dr. for desmofÊlakew (Wallace, Taxation 128).
1
2
3
4
5
6

1

[ÉIoÊliow S]abe›now ka‹ oﬂ l[o]ip(o‹) genÒ(menoi)
[§pithrh]t[(a‹) ﬂerçw p`Êl
` (` hw) SoÆnhw diå Sarap¤`v-`
[now bo]hy(oË). di°grac(en) P<et>orzm∞tiw Ka[lase›r]iw m(htrÚw) Tisçtiw [Í]p`(¢r) laog(raf¤aw) toË
[Ùktv]kaidekãtou [¶touw] ÑA`dr`ia
` n` [` oË]
[Ka¤sarow to]Ë kur¤ou =`u[p(aråw)
breaks off

Alternatively, one might suppose that the collectors were held responsible for tax arrears during
their time of office, and so could collect these even after its expiration; cf. e.g. P.Cair.Isid. 11 introd.
concerning sitolÒgoi in the early 4th cent. But collectors at Syene at this period routinely issue
receipts for dues from earlier years and arrears appear to have been made up by merismo¤.
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«Julius Sabinus and the other ex-superintendents of the Sacred Gate of Syene through
Sarapion, assistant. Petorzmetis, son of Kalaseiris and Tisatis, has paid … for poll tax of year
eighteen (?) of Hadrian Caesar the lord …»
5

The restoration of the year number follows WO 158 and O.Tait 1065. Sabinus is also known to
have collected taxes for years 12 and 19, but the first of these (O.Tait 457) is out of the
question here, in the other texts (SB VI 9545 (19), O.Erem. 5, O.Br.-Berl. 39) different
assistants are named, and in all the other years the date is given in figures rather than being
written out in full.

6
GR. P. 58

Receipt for P oll Tax
8 x 11.5 cm

13 September, AD 136

This and the following text are receipts for 3 dr. 3 ob. on account for laograf¤a of
Hadrian’s 20th year, AD 135/36, issued in the year following that by Antas son of Phatres and his
fellow supervisors of the Sacred Gate. Antas does not appear in the list of officials in O.Cair. GPW
pp. 131ff.: instead, Melas son of Phatres is cited for this year from WO 165. The original in the
Louvre should be checked.
Payments of 3 dr. 3 ob. for poll tax at Syene appear to cluster in the year of these texts; they
are found again in WO 165, 167, probably 168.142 and SB XIV 11923. I suspect very much that
they are made in accordance with a filãnyrvpon of Hadrian which permitted inhabitants of the
Thebaid to pay the érgurikÚw fÒrow of year 20 over a period of five years: three payments of 3 dr.
3 ob., and two of 3 dr. 2 ob., would give the 17 dr. 1 ob. that was normally paid for laograf¤a
plus desomofÊlakew at this time.3 The effect of that decree in Theban tax receipts has long been
known,4 but I do not believe it has been noted in Syene before.
I take it from O.Tait 648 that there was a similar remission of taxes for 152/153, year 16 of
Antoninus Pius.5
2

Reading k l for b l in the edition. That gives a progression backwards in time, payments for
138/139 (ll. 11-12), 137/138 (l. 13), 135/136 (l. 14).
3 The decree is preserved in three copies printed in P.Oslo III pp. 55-61. Note that the date of
publication (given in Cairo Journal d’entrée 49359, p. 57) is there revised to 6 Payni of year 20 (31
May 136) as opposed to 16 Payni of year 21 (10 June 137), which is given in SB III 6944 and FIRA2
I 81. Guéraud ad loc. calls this correction only ‘probable’. The texts which show the decree in effect
before that date confirm it. For a general discussion see D. Bonneau, Le fisc et le Nil (Paris 1971)
180ff .
4 See H.C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae II 854-856. There is a list of Theban receipts effected by the
decree in O.Lund p. 16. The author there suggests that O.Lund 2 shows a similar measure taken some
44 years earlier, but what he reads as eÄ m°r(ouw) looks to me like eÄ émf(Òdou). If that is right, the text
is from Edfu, which was divided into êmfoda, and has nothing to do with instalment payments.
5 I consider this preferable to Sijpesteijn’s proposal in Aegyptus 47 (1967) p. 238 n. 1.
According to the table in Bonneau, Le fisc et le Nil p. 247 the flood was perhaps bad in 151, perhaps
abundant in 152, with no real evidence for either year. It may be that a moratorium on taxes for the
16th year of Antoninus is also reflected in WO 227, a receipt dated to year 19, in which 5 drachmas
timØ dhmos¤ou fo¤nikow are paid for year 18, plus 1/5 that sum Íp(¢r) iw (¶touw), followed by some
letters which are unintelligible in the transcript. And in WO 232, issued for the same charge no earlier
than year 20, line 8 records a payment e ¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`iw (¶touw). Wilcken hesitantly suggested §pi(d°katon) (WO I
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1
2
3
4
5
6

ÉAntçw FatrÆouw ka‹ oﬂ sÁn aÈt“ §pit(hrhta‹)
ﬂerçw pÊl`(hw) So`Ænhw diå Sarap¤vnow bohy(oË).
di°grac(en) Kalase›riw PatefaËtow mhtrÚw
Senpam≈ny(ou) Íp(¢r) lao(graf¤aw) toË k (¶touw) ÑAdrianoË Ka¤sarow
toË kur¤ou §(p‹) l`Ò`g(ou) =up(aråw) drax(måw) tre›w tri≈b(olon), (g¤n.) (dr.) g
(tri≈b.).
(¶touw) ka ÑAdrianoË toË kur¤ou, Y∆y i*w.

«Antas son of Phatres and his associate supervisors of the Sacred Gate of Syene through
Sarapion, assistant. Kalaseiris son of Patephaus and Senpamonthes has paid three “dirty” drachmas
and three obols, = 3 dr. 3 ob., on account for the poll tax of the 20th year of Hadrian Caesar the
lord. Year 21 of Hadrian the lord, Thoth 16.»

7
Inv. Gr. P. 48

Receipt for P oll Tax
12 x 9 cm

22 Jan., AD 137

A receipt for Petorzmethis, four months later than Text 6 but otherwise similar in every
respect.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ÉAntçw FatrÆouw ka‹ oﬂ sÁn aÈt(“)
§pithrht(a‹) ﬂerçw pÊl(hw) SoÆnhw
diå Sarap¤vnow bohy(oË). di°grac(en)
Petorzm∞yiw Kalase¤revw
mhtrÚw Tisçtiw Íp(¢r) laog(raf¤aw) toË
k (¶touw) ÑAdrianoË Ka¤sarow toË kur¤ou
§(p‹) lÒg(ou) =up(aråw) drax(måw) tre›w _tri≈bolon, (g¤n.) (dr.) g (tri≈b.).
(¶touw) ka ÑAdrianoË toË kur¤ou, TËbi kz`.

«Antas son of Phatres and his associate supervisors of the Sacred Gate of Syene through
Sarapion, assistant. Petorzmethis son of Kalaseiris and Tisatis has paid three “dirty” drachmas and
three obols, = 3 dr. 3 ob., on account for the poll tax of the 20th year of Hadrian Caesar the lord.
Year 21 of Hadrian the lord, Tybi 27.»

p. 215). Is it really e m°r(ouw)? O.Tait D2 records 3 1/2 dr. paid Íp(¢r) ¨¨¨¨`¨¨¨` lao(graf¤aw) iw (¶touw) in
year 21. That would fit the pattern already known for Hadrian.
The division of payment for xvmatikÒn over five years will already have been practiced in year 17
(?) of Trajan, if O.Leid. 96 is correctly read: but the amount reported (16 drachmas) is quite
unexpected, as is the collection by a tel≈nhw (cf. O.Cair. GPW 46.1n.). One would like a transcript
which inspires more confidence before using this text.
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R eceip t f o r meri s mÚ w po t amo f ul ak¤ do w ka‹ di pl « n

GR. P. 42

6.5 x 5.5 cm

20 May, AD 137

Petorzmethis and Kalaseiris (Text 9) each paid 4 dr. on account for these taxes on the same
day. The only other receipt for both charges from this year appears to be O.Wilb. 23, which is
similar to the ones published here; O.Meyer 41 has 1 dr. 4 ob. for potamofulak¤dow alone. The
taxes are found often at Elephantine and elsewhere in Egypt, see Wallace 151 and 153-4. The
purpose of the first one, support of a river police boat, is clear, but the sense of the second is not
obvious. Wallace argues that it was a charge to support the billeting of soldiers, and nothing better
has to my knowledge been suggested. It is not nearly so well attested at Syene as the boat charge: to
the list in Wallace 425 n. 75 add apparently only SB VI 9545 (17) and (27), 9604 (12) and O.Cair.
GPW 71 (where read in l.5 deka°j, (g¤n.) (dr.) iw instead of dekaept`ã). See also O. ROM II 153
introd. SB VI 9545 no. 17.7 shows that the word is feminine. For other references to the tax
collectors see the list in O.Cair. GPW p. 139.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 (m2 ?)

CanmoËw ka‹ PetesoËxow
prãk(torew). di°(gracen) Petorzm∞tiw
Kalase¤rev(w) m(htrÚw) Tisçtiw
Íp(¢r) merismoË potam(ofulak¤dow) ka‹ dipl(«n)
ka (¶touw) §p(‹ lÒgou) =up(aråw) (dr.) d. (¶touw) ka
ÑAdrianoË Ka¤sarow
toË kur¤ou, Pax∆n ke.
CanmoËw seshm(e¤vmai) (dr.) d.
5 §p(‹ lÒgou):

4

ostr.

dipl(«n): fully written so in the texts cited WO I p. 179; but dipl(∞w) following SB VI 9545
no. 17 is also possible.

«Psanmous and Petesouchos, collectors. Petorzmetis, son of Kalaseiris and Tisatis, has paid
4 'dirty' dr. on account for the contribution for a river police boat and certificates of billeting for
year 21. Year 21 of Hadrian Caesar the lord, Pachon 25. (m2 ?) Signed by me, Psanmous.»

9
GR. P. 53

R eceip t f o r meri s mÚ w po t amo f ul ak¤ do w ka‹ di pl « n
9 x 7 cm

20 May, AD 137

A receipt similar to text 8, from which the restorations were taken.
1
2
3
4

CanmoËw ka‹ PetesoËxow prãk(torew).
di°(gracen) Kalase›riw PetefaËtow
[m(htrÚw)] Sencenm≈nyou Íp(¢r) merism(oË)
[pot]am(ofulak¤dow) ka‹ dipl(«n) ka (¶touw) §p(‹ lÒgou) =up(aråw) (dr.) d.
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5
6
7 (m2 ?)

[(¶touw) ka] ÑA`drianoË Ka¤sarow toË kur¤ou,
[Pa]x∆`n ke`.
[Can]moËw seshm(e¤vmai) (dr.) d.
4 §p(‹ lÒgou):

ostr.

«Psanmous and Petesouchos, collectors. Kalaseiris, son of Petephaus and Senpsenmonthes,
has paid 4 'dirty' dr. on account for the contribution for a river police boat and certificates of
billeting for year 21. Year 21 of Hadrian Caesar the lord, Pachon 25. (m2 ?) Signed by me,
Psanmous.»

10
GR. P. 50

R eceip t f o r P o ll Tax an d meri s mÚ w §pi kef al ¤ o u én dr« n
én akex v rhkÒ t v n
9 x 9 cm

AD 139 (?)

In this document Petorzmethis is credited with paying the laograf¤a for Hadrian's 21st
year, AD 136/37; so according to the common pattern his merismÚw énakexvrhkÒtvn should be
for the year before that.6 The ostracon is too effaced at the crucial point to offer a control, but at
least there is no objection to the reading (l. 6). Both charges were paid, however, in the reign of
Antoninus Pius at a time when the deification of Hadrian at the beginning of 139 was already
known. Year 2 of Pius is therefore the earliest possible and also the most likely date for the text.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

OÈal°riow Mar¤vn k[a‹ oﬂ sÁn aÈt“]
§pithrht(a‹) ﬂerçw pÊl`(hw) So[Ænhw diå Sara-]
p¤vnow bohy(oË). di°gra[cen Petor-]
zm∞yiw Kalas¤riow [Íp(¢r) merism(oË)]
§pikefal(¤ou) énd(r«n) é[nakex(vrhkÒtvn)]
toË k` (¶touw ?) yeoË ÑAdr`i[` anoË so much
k`a‹` ¨` l`ao` g` (` raf¤aw) ka` (¶touw) [ so much. Year 2 (?)
ÉAntvne¤nou t[oË kur¤ou month, day.

6 Other receipts in which poll tax is paid for year x and merismÚw énakexvrhkÒtvn for year x-1
are WO 151 = O.Leid. 181, WO 152 (restore ie at the start of l. 4, and for the amount paid see the last
sentence of this note), 154 (where the restoration after m¤[an in l. 5 should be cancelled, as there is no
adequate evidence on the rate charged at Syene in Hadrian's 15th year), 155 (see below for the text),
156 (restore ie instead of iw in l. 6 and strike the restoration in l. 7), 183, 201, 1272 (restore ie instead
of id in l. 3 and ie or iw instead of id in l. 7), SB VI 9604 no. 18 (restore ig in l. 6, as the editor
cautiously suggested) and no. 19, O.Stras. 284, SB XIV 11924. Cf. also O.Tait A21, though it is not
altogether parallel. WO 182 has oddly laograf¤a for year 4 and merismÒw for year 2 if the printed
version is right.
In many of the texts just cited the second tax appears as merismÚw §pikefal¤ou énd(riãntvn)
énakex(rusvm°nvn) or the like. I count these all as specimens of the merismÚw §pikefal¤ou éndr«n
énakexvrhkÒtvn. See the Excursus.
In WO 155 read 5 §pike 6 fal¤o(u) [énakex(vrhkÒtvn) toË id (¶touw) (dr.) m¤an Ùbol(Ún)
d¤]x(alkon) to bring the text into agreement with O.Stras. 284, SB VI 9604 no. 19 and WO 1272 as
corrected by Horst Braunert in JJP 9-10 (1955/56) p. 282 n. 207 (b). WO 152 from the same year
purportedly has instead 1 dr. 1 ob. 3 ch., but that can hardly be right. Read d¤x(alkon) for x g, I
presume.
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«Valerius Marion and his associate supervisors of the Sacred Gate of Syene through
Sarapion, assistant. Petorzmethis son of Kalaseiris has paid (so much) for the contribution to pay
capitation taxes of year 20 of the deified Hadrian for those who have fled and (so much) for poll tax
of year 21. (Year 2?) of Antoninus the lord, (month, day).»
1-2
5
6

For other references to these supervisors see O.Cair. GPW p. 132. In all other texts the
assistant is named Pachompsachis.
For énd(r«n) é[nakex(vrhkÒtvn) rather than énd(riãntvn) é[nakex(rusvm°nvn) see the
Excursus.
There seem to be only two quite similar references to Divus Hadrianus in tax receipts from
Syene, WO 167.8 and SB XIV 11923.4. Neither preserves the year in which the receipt was
issued.

11

GR. P. 46

R eceip t f o r meri s mÚ w po t amo f ul ak¤ do w, di pl « n an d
stat¤vnow
6 x 5.5 cm

17 August, AD 139

The charge stat¤vn, presumably intended to pay for the construction or maintenance of a
guard-house or a tax office, is comparatively uncommon: to the references in Wallace p. 423 n. 52
add P.Aberd. 78.4 (ostr.), O.Tait 872, 873 and possibly A18 (cf. BL III p. 269), all from
Elephantine; and some instances in BGU IX 1891 from the Fayum. The other two taxes paid here
are found more often: see Texts 8 and 9 above.
This receipt comes from the same year as SB I 4361 and WO 169. Both those texts record the
1
amount paid for merismÚw potamofulak¤dow as 22 obols, only one-sixth the amount here.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PetesoËxow prãk(tvr).
di°(gracen) Kalase›riw
PetefaËtow mh(trÚw)
Sencenm≈ny(ou) Íp(¢r) meris(moË)
potam(ofulak¤dow) b (¶touw) ÉAntvne¤nou
Ka¤sarow toË kur¤ou =up(aråw)
(draxmåw) b (tri≈bolon),
dipl(«n) (dr.) g (ÙbolÒn), stat(¤vnow) (d¤xalkon)
_
Mexe‹r kd.

«Petesouchos, collector. Kalaseiris, son of Petephaus and Senpsenmonthes, has paid in
'dirty' currency 2 dr. 3 ob. for the contribution for a river boat for year 2 of Antoninus Caesar the
lord, 3 dr. 1 ob. for certificates of billeting (?), and 2 ch. for a guard post. Mecheir 24.»
1

Petesouchos also appears alone as praktor in WO 169-170 and SB I 4361, all from the same
year as this text. I do not know whether he is identical with the earlier partner of Psanmous, for
whom see O.Cair. GPW p. 139.
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12 R e c e i p t f o r m e r i s m Ò w
GR. P. 52

8 x 5 cm

22 July, AD 140

A receipt for 6 dr. 1 ob. for the merismÒw of year 3 of Antoninus Pius, AD 139-140. So far
as I can see, the only other receipt for merismÒw of this year in which the amount paid is preserved
is WO 173, for four drachmae. Merismo¤ in money (as opposed to those in kind; Wallace, p. 28,
p. 418 n. 2) are generally thought to be capitation taxes, but it has long been known that there are
some exceptions to this rule,7 and the amounts for unspecified merismo¤ in Upper Egypt are so
variable that the possibility of assessment on land deserves to be taken seriously. Préaux even
translates 'contributions foncières', O.Wilb. p. 56. Cf. the introduction to Text 14.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[ÖAnniow ÉAmmvnianÚ]w
[ka‹ Sarap(ãmmvn) Pax(noÊbevw)] prãk(torew) diå
[ ± 6 di°g]ra(cen) Pate[ne]n`t∞
` r
` iw Kalase¤revw
mht(rÚw) Tientiy`Ëtow merism(oË)
g (¶touw) =up(aråw) drax(måw) ©j Ùb(olÚn) —. (¶touw) g
ÉAntvne¤nou Ka¤sarow toË kur¤ou,
ÉEpe‹f kh`* .
(m2)
ÖAnniow ÉAmmvn[nianÚw

«Annius Ammonianus and Sarapammon son of Pachnoubis, collectors, through NN. Patepenteris (?), son of Kalaseiris and Tientithys, has paid six 'dirty' dr. 1 obol for the contribution of
year 3. Year 3 of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Epeiph 28. (m2) I, Annius Ammonianus (have signed
for 6 dr. 1 ob.).»
1-3

Other references to Annius Ammonianus and his colleague are assembled in O.Cair. GPW p.
139. They usually act without a representative, but WO 178 and O.Tait 817 have an assistant
named Pachnoubis son of Petorzmethes. That is too long for this space even if (intelligibly)
abbreviated; so this may be another man, or one of the words has been left out.
3-4 Patenent∞riw, though not attested in this spelling elsewhere, seems probable enough to put
in the text. See Text 14.2 note for the rare name.
5 The mother's name is not in the NB or OnAlt. merism(oË) or merism(«n); cf. e.g. O.Wilb.
28.5, WO 221.5.
6 After the abbreviation Ùb( ) one expects a number. Here there is instead simply the stroke
which by itself means 'one obol'.
9-10 Ammonianus usually signs seshm¤omai (dr.) posãw, cf. e.g. WO 172.
7 See Préaux in O.Wilb. p. 50. To the examples she cites (for Upper Egypt only merismÚw
énd(riãntow) in WO 603 and perhaps the same in O.Tait A42) can now be added merismÚw krioË (or
KrioË referring to Chnoum?) at 2 ob. 2 ch. the aroura (P.Col. V pp. 251-255; this may be the tax
concerned in P.Achmim 9); merismÚw ÑAdriane¤ou at 1 dr. the aroura (ZPE 14,1974,283f.); merismÚw
Kaisare¤ou at the same rate, and probably the same tax under a different name (ZPE 14,1974,41-43);
merismÚw §nle¤matow telvnik«n (O.Tait 768); and merismÚw pl¤nyou in WO 1421 (despite the doubts
expressed by Wallace p. 163; for what else would an épaithtØw merismoË pl¤nyou have collected?).
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GR. P. 49
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)

11 x 8 cm

21 February, AD 142

This odd charge seems otherwise to be attested only in WO 185 and 187 and the still
unpublished Berlin inv. P. 8598 described in WO I p. 225. All four texts come from the same
regnal year and report payments by the same man to the same tax farmer, who is here called
misyvtÆw and in the other ostraca tel≈nhw. The monthly rate of 1 dr. 1 ob. given here agrees with
that already attested.
I have no suggestion concerning the nature of the tax. kleinent( ) is acustically reminescent
of kl¤nh but I see no way of connecting the forms grammatically. Wallace says «Possibly it is a
place-name» (Taxation p. 254). Kalaseiris pays another puzzling tax in Text 15. He may have had
some very rare profession.
1
2
3
4
5
6

ÖAnniow Sarap¤vnow misy(vtØw) e‡do(uw) kleinent( )
di(å) Svthr¤xo(u) Sarap¤vnow. di°gracen Kalase›riw PetefaËt(ow) Íp(¢r) t°l(ouw) toË aÈt(oË) e‡d(ouw)
mhnÚw Mexe‹r §p‹ lÒg(ou) (dr.) a (ÙbolÒn).
(¶touw) e ÉAntvne¤nou Ka¤sarow
toË kur¤ou,
_
Mexe‹r kz

«Annius son of Sarapion, farmer of the e‰dow kleinent( ), through Soterichos son of
Sarapion. Kalaseiris son of Petephaus has paid 1 dr. 1 ob. on account for the tax on the same e‰dow
for the month Mecheir. Year 5 of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Mecheir 27.»
1

In O.Cair. GPW p. 143 this name is given as 'Annius Sarapion'. Considering how often
Romans were involved in tax collecting at Syene that interpretation is undeniably tempting, but
it is not actually supported by any of the texts.

14
GR. P. 57

R eceip t f o r meri s mÒ w
10 x 6 cm

17 July, AD 143

On the tax see the introduction to text 12. The collector Soter is known from many
documents, see O.Cair. GPW pp. 139f., but only here and in O.Tait 1167 is he found without an
associate. That rather suggests that O.Tait 1167, which is badly damaged, may also come from year
6 of Pius.
A comparison between this text and and WO 192 is curious. That is the only other text from
Elephantine with the merismÒw of this year, 12 dr. 3 ob. for mer(ismoË) b/. Wilcken apparently
understood the latter as meaning 'for year 2' of Pius, AD 138/39. If we read instead mer(ism«n)
b/, '2 contributions', then the half of it misses the figure here by only 12 obol. Why one should pay
two merismo¤ escapes me, but in WO 230.4 there is a payment for mer(ismoË) a/. Wilcken
considered both of those texts forgeries, but the arguments are not conclusive.
But does one even expect unspecified merismo¤ for a given year from Elephantine to show the
same figure? The evidence is strangely ambiguous. It does not show the great variation one
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would naturally expect of land taxes, nor the uniformity customary with capitation charges, but
both variations and clusters. Cf. two years that are reasonably well documented:
AD 144/5 (Pius 8)
2 dr. 2 ob.
WO 198
SB VI 9545(28),WO 200 and twice in 202
3 dr. 12 ob.
O.Br.-Berl. 40, O.Tait 807
3 dr. 212 ob.
amount lost in O.Wilb. 26
AD 145/6 (Pius 9)
4 dr.
WO 203, 204, SB V 7593, O.Br.-Berl. 41 and
42, O.Wilb. 27
5 dr. 12 ob. 3 ch. O.Tait 808, WO 205, VBP 4028
However all this is to be explained, I find it hard to believe that any forger could have picked
out of the air a figure so close to that which would really appear on the first genuine text to be
published from the same year and place.
1
2
3
4
5

SvtØr prãk(tvr) érg(urik«n) ÉElef(ant¤nhw). di°gra(cen)
Peten`ent∞riw Kalase¤revw
mht(rÚw) Tisçtiw Íp(¢r) merism(oË) w (¶touw) ÉAntvne¤nou
Ka¤sarow
_ toË kur¤ou =up(aråw) (dr.) w (di≈bolon).
ÉEpe‹f kg .

6

(m2) SvtØr seshm¤omai (dr.) w (di≈b.).

«Soter, collector of money taxes at Elephantine. Petenenteris, son of Kalaseiris and Tisatis,
has paid 6 “dirty” dr. 2 ob. for the contribution of year 6 of Antoninus Caesar the lord. Epeiph 23.
(m2) I, Soter, have signed for 6 dr. 2 ob.»
2

Peten`ent∞riw: palaeographically I find Petepent∞riw more attractive, but p and n are easy to
confuse in this hand. Neither Petenent∞riw nor Petepent∞riw is found with that spelling in the
NB or the OnAlt, but many cognates of the first are known (Petenont∞riw, Tatenent∞riw,
Tanent∞riw, Tetenent∞riw) whereas the only seeming parallel to the second, WO 1216.6, was
corrected in BL II.2 p. 96. Moreover Petenent∞riw ‘gift of the gods’ is etymologically clear,
see most recently Zauzich, Enchoria 16 (1988) 141-143 and Vittmann, Göttinger Miszellen 109
(1989) 67-71, but no explanation for Petepent∞riw suggests itself. A slight variant, Patenent∞riw, probably occurs in our Text 12.

15 R e c e i p t f o r a N e w T a x
GR. P. 54

7.5 x 5 cm

25 July, AD 144

This is a receipt for the instalment for Epeiph (25 June - 24 July) of a tax due to a collector of
pentalik( ). The term is new and I have no explanation for it (to read penth(kost∞w) lim(°now) is
out of the question). Since it was collected neither by the officials of the Sacred Gate nor by the
practors I presume that it was farmed separately; if so, restore tel≈nhw, misyvtÆw, ı
ésxoloÊmenow or the like at the end of l. 1.
8 In VBP IV 102.5 read drax(måw) p°nte (≤mivb°lion) xa`(lkoÁw) g (correction by D. Hagedorn);
for a photograph cf. R. Seider, Paläographie der griechischen Papyri I 1, Nr. 31 (Tafel 19).
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PeteËriw PaxompaoursÆouw` [
pentalik( ). di°gra(cen) Kalase›riw [
mhnÚw ÉEpe‹f toË §nes`t«tow z (¶touw) ÉAn`[tvne¤nou]
Ka¤sarow toË kur¤ou, MesorØ a*¨¨ . [NN
¶graca Íp(¢r) aÈtoË gr(ãmmata) mØ` e`ﬁd
` Ò`to` w` .`

«Peteyris son of Pachompaourses … pentalik( ). Kalaseiris has paid … for the month Epeiph
of the present year 7 of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Mesore 1. I, NN, wrote for him, as he is
illiterate.»
The father's name is not in the NB or OnAlt. Paxompaouars∞w is reported doubtfully for WO
254.10.
2 Since the amount paid cannot well be fitted into any other line I suppose that it was found in
this one, restoring [tÚ ginÒm(enon) t°l(ow) Íp(¢r)] or a similar expression (cf. e.g. O. Erem.
30). In that case there can hardly heve been room for the patronymic, but that was occasionally
omitted, as in WO 185. In this collection a son of Patephaus would be obvious, most probably
of the one married to Senpsenmonthes (cf. pp. 223 above).
3 At the end ÑAd`[rianoË is also palaeographically possible, but AD 123 is too early for a
Kalaseiris in this group of texts.
4-5 This otherwise common formula is not found often among tax receipts from Elephantine, but
cf. O.Wilb. 20 and 30, SB XIV 11920.
1

16
GR. P. 55

Tax Receipt
5 x 7 cm

2nd cent. AD

This badly damaged text follows a formula which I have not identified elsewhere. I give first
a minimal transcript:
1
2
3
4
5

[kon

] toË kur¤ou
] (draxm ) qz tÚ kay∞tess]erãkonta Ùkt∆
]h (tri≈bolon). (¶touw) i¨`d
] toË kur¤ou, Fa«fi kz* .

Lines 3-4 invite the restoration drax(måw) tess]erãkonta Ùkt∆ |4 [tri≈bolon, (g¤n.) (dr.)
m]h (tri≈bolon), half the sum of 97 dr. mentioned in line 2. If that should be intended as a tax rate
of 50 per cent on something I can only suggest an import toll, comparing PCZ I 59012 from 259
BC. The family dealt with in texts 3-15 had a boat (3) and paid some other queer charges (13 and
15), so the possibility of a connection is not to be dismissed out of hand. On the other hand year 14
(l. 4), if rightly read, would be very early for that group of texts if referred to Hadrian and very late
if referred to Pius.
Lacking clear evidence for such a tax rate in the Roman period, however, I find a connection
with WO 1273 far more attractive. There a man pays 3Íp(¢r) ti(m∞w) dh(mos¤ou)] fo¤nik(ow)
genÆm(atow) w (¶touw) |4 [ÉAntvn¤nou Ka¤sa]row toË kur¤ou épÚ (dr.) qz |5 [=]u` p ` ( aråw)
drax(måw) mh (tetr≈bolon). 97 dr. is the total due and the taxpayer is credited with very nearly
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the half of that sum, presumably proportional to the amount of land or the number of trees he
owned jointly with another person.
Our text uses a different formula, but I would find something on the following lines tempting:
[Íp¢r tim∞w dhmos¤ou fo¤nikow genÆmatow ig ¶touw]
1
[ÉAntvn¤nou Ka¤sarow] toË kur¤ou
2
[ÙnÒm(atow) NN épÚ] (draxm«n) qz tÚ kay∞3
[kon m°row drax(måw) tess]erãkonta Ùkt∆
4
[tri≈bolon, (g¤n.) (dr.) m]h (tri≈bolon). (¶touw) i¨`d
5
[ÉAntvn¤nou Ka¤sarow] toË kur¤ou, Fa«fi kz* .
Since there is some chance that the same person may be involved here as in WO 1273 I
suggest a date in the same reign: 24 October, AD 151. If Hadrian is preferred, it would be AD 130.
The tax is also taken from WO 1273, but it is partly restored there and I see no reason to favour
ti(m∞w) dh(mos¤ou)] fo¤nik(ow) over gevm(etr¤aw)] foinik(«now) or even prosÒd(vn)] foin¤k(vn) save that the timÆ is rather more common. These three charges appear to be the only ones
that will suit WO 1273, but of course it is not altogether sure that one of them is meant here; should
that be the case, though, the g°nhma would normally be that of the year before.
In WO 1273 the year of the g°nhma is followed directly by épÚ (dr.) qz. For reasons of space
there must have been substantially more than that in line 2 here, so I suppose a phrase with
ÙnÒm(atow) intervened, as in WO 266 - 268 and often. m°row in line 3 is suggested by WO 272.78, kayÉ •atÚn | m°row, but the context is not exactly the same as in this text and some other word,
such as ¥misu, or nothing at all, may be better. In any case, an abbreviation of tÚ kay∞kon should
be tried instead of [=]u`p(` arãw) in WO 1273.5.

17
GR. P. 43

Fragment

3.5 x 3.5 cm

2nd cent. AD

I give this bit for the sake of completeness, as the clear red pottery is typical of Elephantine
ostraca.

1
2
3

--------]¨¨ [`
paredej[
ÉEpe‹f ¨¨¨` [

2 Supplement paredejãmhn or -ãmeya if this is a receipt.
3 Epeiph: 25 June - 24 July.
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Excursus on the merismÚw éndr«n énakexvrhkÒtvn

At the papyrological congress in Brussels in 1979 I read a paper maintaining that the documents which had previously been thought to attest a merismÚw éndriãntow énakexrusvm°nou
referred instead to êndrew énakexvrhkÒtew.9 As I did not submit this for publication, I repeat the
argument briefly in order to justify the interpretation of Text 10.5 above. I shall not deal with the
problem of énax≈rhsiw in general, for literature on which see now the introduction to P.Köln III
148 and P.Thmouis I p. 29f.
The receipts always abbreviate the crucial words: we find merismÚw énak( ) or énakex(¨¨¨¨¨),
merismÚw §pikefal¤ou énd( ) énakex( ), merismÚw §pikefal¤ou énakex( ). Wilcken, WO I p.
152, could offer no suggestion for merismÚw énak( ), but based on his readings of WO 151 and
183 he expanded énd( ) énakex( ) as énd(riãntow) énakex(rusvm°nou), a tax for re-gilding a
statue of the emperor. When the formulation merismÚw §pikefal¤ou énakex( ) then appeared in
O.Stras. 284 (now again in SB VI 9604 no. 19) the editor could only suggest that énd(riãntow)
was to be understood, however unnatural the Greek sounded. J. G. Tait felt that SB I 4338 plus
reports of énax≈rhsiw justified resolving the shortest formula as merismÚw énak(exvrhkÒtvn)
(BL II p. 49, on WO 135), and he adopted this solution for O.Tait A 36 and 37. But where énd( )
énakex( ) was concerned he followed Wilcken; cf. O.Tait 816 and A 21. Now SB 4338 reads
2¶sxo(men) énakexv( ) [ 3[ÑA]drianoË Ka¤saro[w toË kur¤ou] 4[¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨] ÑAyÁr *i (draxmåw) b.
This is indeed suggestive, but it can hardly be called conclusive. And so it is particularly welcome
that an ostracon to be published as P.Brooklyn 43 (inv. 12768.1605) writes the name of the tax
beyond any quibble as meris(mÚw) énakexvrh(¨¨¨¨¨), for which the only possible expansion is
énakexvrh(kÒtvn).10
Can one, however, apply this also to those ostraka which like our Text 10 contain the
abbreviation énd(¨¨¨¨¨)? When Wallace restudied the problem in Taxation 137-40 and 159-62 he felt
that the texts concerned would yield a more plausible sense if they could be interpreted as receipts
for merismÚw §pikefal¤ou énd(r«n) énakex(vrhkÒtvn) or simply §pikefal¤ou énakex(vrhkÒtvn). As he says, «§pikefal¤(ou) in this case is an objective genitive instead of being a
redundant adjective, and the phrase should be translated 'for the capitation tax (to cover the nonpayment) of the poll-tax of men who have fled'».11 But WO 151 and 183 stood in the way, so he
listed these receipts only as “possible” for merismÚw énakexvrhkÒtvn on p. 419. Braunert
similarly notes them as “wahrscheinlich” in his list of receipts in JJP 9-10 p. 281 (supplementary
to Lewis, JEA 23 p. 71).
WO 151 and 183 read respectively merismo(Ë) §pikefal¤[ou] éndriãnt(ow) and merism(Ún)
§pik(efal¤ou) éndriã(ntow) énak(exrusvm°nou) and they are so fully parallel to the other texts
that the interpretation of the entire series, at least so far as the word énd(¨¨¨¨¨¨) appears, hangs upon
them.
In 1980 WO 151 was republished as O.Leid. 181. The revised version reads merismo(Ë) §pikefal¤[ou] éna`kex(vrhkÒtvn). That leaves WO 183 as the sole testimonium for éndriãntew
9 The same conclusion had already been reached by P.J. Sijpesteijn, see P.Lugd.-Bat. XIX 13, but
he did not go so far as to to expand the abbreviations as he preferred them in the text he published.
10 This gives additional support to Lewis's suggestion for the text of SB I 2081 (JEA 23,1937, p.
63 n. 1).
11 Taxation 161. He calls §pikefal¤(ou) as an adjective «redundant» because he thought that all
merismo¤ in money were capitation taxes by definition, but see introductions to Texts 12 and 14
above.
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énakexrusvm°noi. The ostracon was lost as early as 1886, so that Wilcken himself never saw the
object (WO I p. 49). His reading was made on a facsimile (see below), and I feel it should be
overruled, for the following reasons:
(1) Wallace's understanding of the grammar involved with merismÚw §pikefal¤ou and the
following genitive is plain and natural Greek. But then only men and not statues can be meant,
because statues do not pay capitation taxes.
(2) If we reject Wallace's version, three alternative lines of interpretation are left us: (a) §pikefal¤ou is an adjective agreeing with merismoË; that is, the share pro capite for a re-gilded statue.
The adjective is unattested in this spelling, but plausible: §pikefãlaion t°low occurs in SIG
1009.4. The editors of O.Leid. treat the word this way in their indices. (b) Read merismoË §p‹
kefal¤ou, with the same translation. (c) Interpret énd(riãntow) énakex(rusvm°nou) as defining
§pikefal¤ou 'the capitation tax, namely, that for a re-gilded statue'. None of these versions is
linguistically so satisfying as Wallace's, and there is reason to doubt whether it would have been
appropriate to apply the word §pikefãlion to statue assessments at all: for in some years they were
clearly levied on landed property and not collected per head (WO 603). None of the various ways
of referring to taxes which were unchallengeably statue contributions speak of them as §pikefãlia.
(3) The word énaxrusÒv is not attested outside of abbreviations in this context. That is,
Wilcken invented it for the sake of this tax.
Wilcken based his text on a very helpless sketch of the lost ostracon given by P.P. Dobree,
Miscellaneous Notes on Inscriptions (Cambridge 1835) p. 4 no. 5. In my opinion any interpretation
of the traces between §pik(¨¨¨¨¨) and g (¶touw) must be largely a matter of guess-work. There is
certainly no compulsion to read éndriã(ntow).
Trier
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